
1.2 (Helen Wills)  This response is also built around an activity list, provided in 
chronological order.  It is a wonderful window into an emerging personal shorthand as 
the student begins to sort out how she will distinguish between things she actually sees 
happening and other matters.  Brackets are used mostly to indicate missing or obscured 
data but are sometimes used also for an observation or reflection.  Question marks 
indicate possibilities that may or may not be true.  Questions have both elements, 
indicated by brackets, the capital letter Q and a colon with a question mark at the end. 
 
Look at the variety of symbols and styles of writing used in the field notes.  Diagrams, 
boxes, all uppercase with exclamation marks, “normal” cursive handwriting, brackets, 
etc.  Each of these different ways of capturing and depicting information are meaningful 
to this student and are instantly selected/invented on the spot for some specific reason, 
particularly in light of the other options that are available in her head and used elsewhere. 
 
There is an especially wonderful moment at the end of her notes.  The following week we 
discussed all the things that might or might not be present in our notes, including the 
importance of adding the time at which things happen.  This student went back, looked 
through her work, and made a summative note to herself at the end of her previously 
completed work about what she wanted to do differently next time.  Outstanding. 



Observation Notes, Helen Wills | Exercises in Behavioral Observation, SOC 498/598-001
Date/Time: 8/21/12, 11:45am - 12:45pm
Location: Regenstein Center for African Apes, Lincoln Park Zoo
Subjects: Two male gorillas, 7 and 8 years old (Azizi and Amar)

 
• Male #1 sits with back to the glass observation wall, eating at bamboo limb. Children are banging at   
 the glass; the gorilla doesn’t look or flench.
 - Walks to water fountain against wall, then walks around triangular structure in center of interior  
   space.
• Male #2 picks up food bits among leaves on the ground, with back against bamboo tree, sits and eats,  
 looks  around while eating.
 - Eating pumpkin? Something with a rind, chews at bit while in mouth, holds between lips.
 - Pilfers through leaves at his feet, grabs another piece of food. Looks at it (inspecting?), then   
   puts it in mouth.
 - Walks to sit on burlap by tree, carries some food with him.
• #1 stands up and rushes at #2, who jumps up and moves closer to the triangular structure. 
• #1 then walks over to glass slowly, turns, leans back against window and sits, lounging on elbow.

[gap in notes, #1 stands up again?]

• #1 walks back to window, grabs bamboo shoot on the way, munches leaves off while sitting with back   
 to the window. 
 - He chews the branch somewhat like a corncob: rotates, chews off leaves, repeats.
 - Looks around him while eating.
• #1 drops the branch, walks to water faucet #1, sits by holding onto the bracings on the triangular   
 structure, then sucks on the faucet (like a nipple, no hands).
• #1 walks using rope along the floor, climbs up to a tree branch, then sits against the tree trunk, about   
 10 feet in the air (approximate?). 

• #2 watches #1, while standing at the stump near faucet #2. A very intense stare.
• #2 then runs across space to the other side of the space, right under #1 on other side of the tree, to   
 the larger jutting horizontal hollow tree.
• #1 then climbs up other side of the tree branch, swings from rope, then sits in profile to the glass on   
 top of the horizontal hollow tree.
 - His arms rest on the rope above him. He glances from time to time over his shoulder at the   
   people near the glass.
• Both gorillas go outside.

[I moved areas to get a better position. Lost track of which gorilla is which.]

• #1 gets lettuce head from outside somewhere, then comes back inside to eat on the large hollow   
 horizontal tree. Sits perched with back to the glass.
 - Eats leaves first, then chomps at stalk. Eating with both hands.
 - Walks outside again and pilfers for food in grass.
[Q: How much do gorillas eat? How often?]
 - Puts hand on side of face that is facing the glass - because of people watching him? - while he  
   eats with the other hand.
[Q: What is the relationship of gorillas hands and feet to eachother? Coordination?]
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 - Picks up two heads of lettuce from other side of outside area. Walks back inside with one in   
   mouth, one in right fist, using left hand to balance.
 - Sometimes puts whole lettuce in mouth, sometimes peels at leaves.

-- Physical observation: Huge ribcages! Tiny waists! --

• #2 holds rope above him with right hand while eats with left.
• #1 comes over and stares at #2 eating. 
 - #1 walks over and grabs ladder structure by cage side of triangular stucture and sits. One   
   hand on the ladder, one hand on a nearby stump. 
 - Eyes peek out just above stump, can glance at #2 across the top of the stump. (Doesn’t stare,   
   just glances.)
• #2 continues to eat. 
• #1 leans back. Is he picking his teeth? His nose? [I can’t see.]
• #2 stands up, nears the stump (at an angle) and walks a little past it. #1 then stands and walks   
 towards the burlap where #2  was eating. They cross paths for a second and #2 reaches out with right  
 arm and “knocks” or “taps” #1 with his fist as #1 goes towards the burlap where #2 was eating.   
 [This is the first time they have had physical contact in my observation.]
 - #1 then picks up scraps of lettuce and begins eating.

[Time passes.]

• #1 is leaning on his side on the horizontal, hollow tree. [Is he resting? Getting a different angle on #2?]

[I see both of their faces for the first time. They have very different facial structures: one has a much 
“softer” face than the other. The other having a firm, strong brow.]

• #2 picks up burlap, arranges it around him, then lies down on his side.
 - He rests his feet against a vertical bamboo shoot.

[Both gorillas are now lying down.]

-- Physical observation: Big toes on feet look like thumbs, big space between big toe and other toes. --

• #2 rolls more on his back, plays with string between his feet and his hands.
 - Grabs rope to support right limbs in the air while he lies.
 - Then rolls on all fours, crouched on elbows and knees [“child’s pose”].
 - Rolls again on the other (right) side, with back to the bamboo. 

[Q: do they “nap” after eating? When during the day do they sleep, typically? How often/long?]
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